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PENÍNSULA
OF SETÚBAL
WINES
The Adega Camolas is a family business, adjacent to Arrábida Natural
Park, with deep connections to wine since the 70’s decade. The
production of wines is the result of harvesting grapes from various
vineyards scattered around the Palmela municipality, as well as the
purchase of grapes from small Winegrowers in the region.
In its second generation, the
company has been highlighted
by the awards it received and by
its constant growth, maintaining
as a goal the development and
production of high-quality wines.

D.O

CLASSIFICATION
Moscatel of Setúbal Denominated Origin

VARIETY
100% Moscatel of Setúbal

WINEMAKING
This Moscatel is the result of a careful selection of grapes during optimum maturing ripeness, constantly searching for the
perfect sweet/acid balance that gives the
distinct

characteristics

to

Setúbal’s

Moscatel. After a short fermentation, interrupted only by the addition of certified
and selected wine distillate, it remained in
peculiar contact until March. It was subsequently pressed and evolved for at least 18
months before it was bottled.

WINE MACTHING
Possessing a young and fruity character
it becomes ideal, and very versatile, to
drink as an aperitif, accompanying dried
fruit or tapas. An excelent choice for

0,75L Bottle

orange, lemon or chocolate desserts.

CLASSIFICATION
Palmela Denomination of Origin

VARIETY
Castelão

WINEMAKING
This

red

wine,

produced

from

the

Castelão variety, was vinified by the
traditional method in stainless steel
vats, with a controlled temperature at
26ºC, daily pump-overs, decreasing its
intensity

throughout

the

vinification

in order to fully extract the fruity
aromas and the desired color. After
the malolactic fermentation aged for 6
months in French Oak, one year in vat

0,75L Bottle

and 6 months in bottle.

Relevation Award
XVIII Peninsula de Setubal Wine Contest

Cobaia
An experience to produce authentic
wines. In this collection of wines,
there are no commitments, we do as we
please, sharing with the “wine lovers”,
our common passion!

CLASSIFICATION
Peninsula of Setubal Regional Wine

VARIETY
Baga

HARVEST
Manual harvest on October of 2016

COBAIA 01 HISTORY
Oriunda da região centro norte de Portugal, resolvemos entender o potencial
da casta Baga em solos da Península de
Setúbal. Criamos um vinho sem qualquer
estágio em madeira, onde a autenticidade
da casta se evidencia, revelando ser um
baga com frescura, que apesar de jovem,
enaltece taninos firmes e arredondados,
conferindo um final de boca persistente e
um potencial de envelhecimento.

LABORATORY ANALYSIS
Alcohol | 13,8% Vol

0,75L Bottle

pH | 3,71

CLASSIFICATION
Old Vinic aguardente (Spirit)

COBAIA 02 HISTORY
To distill this aguardente, by the traditional production method, we choose a
low alcoholic wine with a well-defined
total acidity. After distillation, this old
aguardente aged for 5 years in Oak barrels where Port wines aged for decades.

0,70L Bottle

It has a lively and radiant amber color.
Aftertaste its complexity resembles spices, offering a long and smooth finish.

LABORATORY ANALYSIS
Alcohol | 40% Vol

CLASSIFICATION
Peninsula of Setubal Regional Wine

VARIETY
Fernão Pires

HARVEST
Manual harvest in August of 2017

COBAIA 03 HISTORY
With the Fernão Pires variety, from a
vineyard with near 100 years old, we
created a wine made using old production
methods. The juice ferments in contact
with the skins, conferring it an orange
tint. Aged for 10 months in Hungarian Oak
Barrels, and 6 months in bottle.The result
is a bulky white on the palate, with notes
of tropical aromas, dried nuts and dried
orange zest. A true “orange wine”.We hope
that you’ll enjoy drinking it as much as we
enjoyed making it.

0,75L Bottle

LABORATORY ANALYSIS
Alcohol | 13% Vol
pH | 3,52

CLASSIFICATION
Palmela Denomination of Origin

CLASSIFICATION

RESERVE

Peninsula of Setúbal, Regional Wine

VARIETY

PREMIUM

Castelão, Trincadeira e Alicante Bouschet

VARIETY

WINEMAKING

Castelão, Touriga Nacional, Alicante Bouschet

The wine grapes of this Camolas Selection

WINEMAKING

Red had their vinification process done
separately in stainless steel vats, with

The wine grape varieties of this Camolas

American oak, temperatures between 24º

Selection

and 26º, daily pump-over (remontage),

vinification process done separately in

decreasing its intensity throughout the

stainless steel vats, with American oak,

vinification process so that the fruity

temperatures between 24º and 26º, daily

fragrances and the desired color for

pump-over (remontage), decreasing its

this

intensity

wine

were

obtained.

The

blend

Premium

throughout

the

had

their

vinification

was created right after the malolactic

process so that the fruity fragrances

fermentation.

and the desired colour of this wine were
obtained. The blend was created right

WINE MATCHING

after the malolactic fermentation.

It is the ideal wine to drink with fatty

WINE MATCHING

meats, codfish and octopus “Lagareiro”
style. It also combines well with hard

Its fruity and Woody character makes it

cheeses,

perfect to drink with red meat or slightly

such

as

“Ilha”,

“Grana”,

spicy dishes.

“Emmental”, “Gruyère”, etc.

0,75L Bottle

BOTTLES AVAILABLE IN:
0,75L | 1,5L | 3L
0,75L Bottle

Red

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

Palmela Denomination of Origin

Peninsula of Setúbal, Regional Wine

RESERVE

RESERVE

VARIETY

VARIETY

Moscatel Galego Branco

Moscatel Galego Roxo, Touriga Nacional
and Baga

WINEMAKING
The purpose was to make a mineral

WINEMAKING

wine, with a very good natural acidity,

Camolas

from grapes which usually originates

unprecedented

sweeter wines. This Camolas Selection

varieties. It started with a soft press

White started with a soft pressing in

to prevent the extraction of the herbal

order to avoid extracting herbal flavors.

flavors. After a twelve hour decantation,

After a 48 hour decantation at 10ºC, it

it was fermented in a stainless steel vat

was fermented in a stainless steel vat

between 14ºC and 16ºC. The fermentation

between 14ºC and

lasted 12 days in order to calmly extract all

16ºC. Fermentation

lasted for 3 weeks in order to extract the

Rosé

Selection
assembling

is
of

an
grape

the floral aromas of the grapes.

main aromas of these grapes.

WINE MATCHING

WINE MATCHING

It is the ideal wine to drink with sushi,

Is the perfect wine to drink with white

pasta, and pizza, along with shellfish

lean fish, sushi, shellfish (clams or others)

(crab, prawns, etc) and the traditional

and the traditional fried cuttlefish. It also

grilled sardines, which balance perfectly

goes very well with soft cheese, such as

with the freshness of this wine.

0,75L Bottle

0,75L Bottle

cottage cheese.

CLASSIFICATION
Península of Setúbal - Regional Wine
SELECTED HARVEST

VARIETY
Touriga Nacional, Aragonez and Castelão

WINEMAKING
Fermentation in stainless steel vats with
French and American oak wood, temperature controlled between 25º and 27º
Celsius, daily overpumping (remontage),
diminishing its intensity throughout the
winemaking in order to acquire the desired
aromas and colors.

WINE MATCHING
With a slight hint of spices, it’s an ideal
wine for white meat dishes and game
meat. It may also fell like an elegant
combination with lean fish, we leave it
to your imagination. Good combination
with cheese, jam, and cottage cheese
with pumpkin jam, creating the perfect

0,75L Bottle

end to a pleasant and harmonious meal.

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

Soft Sparkling White Wine

Soft Sparkling Rosé Wine

VARIETY

VARIETY

Fernão Pires and Moscatel Graúdo

Castelão and Aragonez

WINEMAKING

WINEMAKING
skins,

light maceration with grape skins, followed

followed by an alcoholic fermentation in

maceration

with

grape

by an alcoholic fermentation in stainless

stainless steel vats.

steel vats.

WINE MATCHING

WINE MATCHING

We recommend pairing this wine with

We recommend pairing this wine with

grilled fish, Sushi, Pastas and Shellfish.

grilled fish, Sushi, Pastas and Shellfish.

0,75L Bottle

0,75L Bottle

Slight

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

Península of Setúbal - Regional Wine

Península of Setúbal - Regional Wine

VARIETY

VARIETY

Castelão and Aragonez

Moscatel Graúdo and Fernão Pires

WINEMAKING

WINEMAKING

It’s important for us to create everyday

It’s important for us to create everyday

wines, easy and versatile, to drink amongst

wines,

family in a relaxed way. The grapes from

amongst family in a relaxed way. Clô

Clô Red were 100% de-stemmed at arrival

White started with a soft pressing to

at the winery and vinified separately in

extract all flavors except the herbal

stainless steel deposits in a controlled

ones. After 24 hours decanting at 10ºC,

temperature between 26ºC and 28ºC, and

the fermentation started in stainless

daily pump overs decreasing in intensity

steel deposits at temperatures between

throughout the process of vinification in

14ºC and 16ºC. The fermentation process

order to extract the fruity aromas and

lasted two long weeks in order to

color intended for this wine. The blend

extract the primary flavors of the grape

was created right after the malolactic

varieties.

and

versatile,

to

drink

WINE MATCHING

WINE MATCHING

A perfect wine to pair with light dishes,

Ideal to pair with meat dishes, codfish or

especially grilled fish, sushi, shellfish, sa-

simple gourmet canned fish. It also pairs

lads, and fried squid. Service temperature

really well with cheeses (dry or buttery).

between 8ºC and 10ºC.

BOTTLES AVAILABLE IN:
375ML | 750ML

BOTTLES AVAILABLE IN:
375ML | 750ML

0,75L Bottle

0,75L Bottle

fermentation.

easy

BAG IN BOX

RED

WHITE

ROSÉ

LICOROSO (fortified wine)

Castelão and Aragonez

Fernão Pires and Moscatel

Aragonez and Castelão

Moscatel Graúdo

Bag-in-Box available in

Bag-in-Box available in

Bag-in-Box available in 5 liters

Bag-in-Box available in 5 liters

5 and 10 liters

5 and 10 liters

At your restaurant or at home. Easy to transport and in an economic package.

CUSTOM
Made Wines

The Result of the
richness and diversity
of the Portuguese grape
varieties.

Selection of our
Enology team

WHITE

RED

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

White Wine

Red Wine

VARIETY

VARIETY

Moscatel Graúdo and Fernão Pires

Castelão and Aragonez

WINEMAKING

WINEMAKING

Slight maceration with the skins, followed by an alcoholic

Fermentation in stainless steel vats, with controlled temperature

fermentation in stainless steel vats for 15 days at 18ºC of controlled

between 26-28ºC. Daily pump-overs with airing for 8 days.Presents

temperature. Present itself with a clear citrus yellow. On the nose

itself with a clear and intense ruby shinny color. On the nose the red

assumes floral and fruity notes, and on the mouth a balanced

fruits and jam aroma stands out, and in the mouth shows a balanced

structure and a good acidity resulting in a pleasant aftertaste.

structure and acidity. Persistent and pleasant aftertaste.

AWARDED WINES

The recognition of Camolas Wines

PENÍNSULA OF
SETÚBAL WINES

Rua Dr. Bernardo Teixeira Botelho, 66 2950-298 PALMELA
+351 212 350 677 | geral@adegacamolas.pt

